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There is a famous quote which says; â€œIn the middle ages people were tourists because of their
religion, whereas now they are tourists because tourism is their religion.â€• It is true because in a busy
life of the current era, most of us wish to spend holidays with family to enjoy scenery &culture. The
City of Edinburgh is a unique combination of fascinating history, beautiful architecture and serene
landscapes. Small streets in the old city are famous for boutique cafes and bars that welcome you
for a relaxed afternoon contemplating your next move over a cup of coffee.

Edinburgh is home to an abundance of open spaces, allowing people to escape from the hustle and
bustle and to simply unwind in natural and peaceful surroundings and there is no better place than
Serviced Apartments Edinburgh Zoo if you are visiting with your family. It is the largest and most
exciting wildlife attraction in Scotland, committed to the highest standards of animal welfare and
conservation. You can meet over 1,000 wonderful animals, ina beautiful parkland setting on the
outskirts of Serviced Apartments Edinburgh.

For adventure lovers, the Royal Yacht Britannia offers guided tours and those looking to step back
in time should visit the streets under the citywhich are the believed to be one of the most haunted
places in the UK. While the most famous, and visited attraction, in Edinburgh is that of the Castle
and no visit to Scotland's capital is complete without experiencing Accommodation Apartments
Edinburgh Castle, towering magnificently above Princes Street Gardens on a steep rock-faced cliff.
The Castle is undoubtedly Edinburgh's most distinguishing attraction, drawing in one million visitors
annually.

Staying in hotels while on holidays not only spoils the precious family time but also takes you away
from fun and adventure. Dragon Apartments Ltd specialises in the supply of luxury Serviced
Apartments in Edinburgh which are fully furnished, spacious, comfortable, and comprise of every
civic amenity at reasonable prices. It will feel like home in these Serviced Apartments in Edinburgh
as they have spacious bedrooms, kitchens, living areas and in some cases gardens. Your
enjoyment, luxury and peace are never hampered with any external annoyance when you stay in
Serviced Apartments in Edinburgh.

Dragon Apartments Ltd also offers the services of Self Catering Accommodation Apartments in
Edinburgh so that you can enjoy your freedom the way you want. Moreover, Castle Apartments in
Edinburgh, supplied by Dragon Apartments, are situated perfectly to give quick access to the cityâ€™s
major tourist attractions.

A number of Accommodation Apartments Edinburgh for rent in the cosmopolitan district of the
Quartermile shouldbe your definite choice if you are looking for the modern facilities including lift
access. These apartments are designed to keep in mind comfort and instant access to the Old
Town as they are located exactly a quarter of a mile from Edinburgh Castle.

Dragon Apartments Ltd offers you with the best of choices whether you are a Solo traveller, Couple,
Family, Large Group or Corporate guest, you will find a solution that will surpass your expectations.
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Dragon Apartments - About Author:
A number of a Accommodation Apartments Edinburgh for rent in the cosmopolitan district of the
Quartermile shouldbe your definite choice if you are looking for the modern facilities including lift
access.

Edinburgh is home to an abundance of open spaces, allowing people to escape from the hustle and
bustle and to simply unwind in natural and peaceful surroundings and there is no better place than a
Serviced Apartments Edinburgh Zoo if you are visiting with your family.
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